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1. IRG resolves to accept the following documents from 
the CC Ad hoc committee:
N428 --- supplement to Composition / Component Scheme
N436 --- response to questions raised by WG2 (IRG N392)

2. IRG accepts  3 components from Korea (N420) and 4 
components from Vietnam (N434) to be included in the 
component supplement.

3. IRG will submit the following updated documents 
concerning Composition / Component Scheme to WG2
N406, N407, N408, N409, N428 and N436

4. IRG accepts the Editorial Report on HQP 2.0 (N431R).

5. Each member should submit their revised HQP fonts by 
15th February, 1997 to Rapporteur.

6. The HQP 3.0 should be completed before15th March, 
1997 for final review.

7. The final version of HQP will be submitted to WG2 in 



time for WG2 #33.

8. IRG accepts Mr. John Jenkins as the new Annex S 
Editor. Mr. Jenkins will submit the revised N377 (N377R) by 
the end of  May, 1997 to the Rapporteur.

9. IRG has resolved that the followings should be added 
to Annex S 
a. In S1, the source separation rule only applies to 
characters encoded prior to the publication of ISO/IEC 
10646-1.  1993
b. Source Code Separation examples should show both 
history and status.
c. A boldface letter will be used in the right hand 
column of the example to indicate that the character 
separation has been incorporated in a source standard 
published after 1993

10. IRG has discussed  Japanese comments concerning 
Extension A allocation to WG2. An IRG  position paper N430 
will be sent to WG2 to reaffirm the strong needs for 
inclusion of Extension A in BMP as a whole.

11. IRG #9 will be held in Nanjing, to be hosted by China 
on the 5th-9th May, 1997. 

12. Vietnam will host IRG #10 around December, 1997.

13. IRG defines the following projects and schedules
i.  IS/HS   HQP 3.0 with Annex S text to WG2 editor 

by 30th April,97
ii..  CJK Extension A 
a. Encoded by WG2
b. HQP with Annex 

After the codes are assigned by WG2, IRG needs 210 
days to draft, review and produce the document with annex. 

Fonting  2 months
Receive font to print out  1 month
review twice  4 months

c. IRG#9 will review the progress of HQP V2.0 (CJK 
Extension A)

iii. CJK Extensions B & C will commence after 
Extension A is completed



iv. Composition / Components 
a. Ideograph Structure Characters
b. Ideograph Variation Mark
c. Radical Supplement
d. Component Supplement
e. Composition Scheme
Submission deadline is 15th April, 1997 and all documents 
will be finalized at IRG #9.

15. IRG resolves the following action items:

a. Singapore is requested to provide justifications for 
the 166 characters listed in N427.
b. Members are requested to submit all proposals for 
components before 15th April, 1997.
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2. IRG would like to thank ISS/NUS of Singapore for 
hosting IRG #8.


